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A bitters-making handbook with a beautiful, botanical difference; three scientists present the back-stories and exciting flavours of plants from
around the globe, in a range of tasty, healthy tinctures.
James, The Aspern Papers
- Ninety-four delicious recipes for Italy's answer to fast food - Chef Alessandro Frassica emphasizes the use of fresh ingredients in
imaginative combinations What could be more simple than a pan'ino? Take some bread and butter, slice it through the middle and fill it. Seen
in this way, the sandwich is almost an "anti-cuisine", a nomadic shortcut that allows for speed and little thought. But when Alessandro
Frassica thinks about his pan'ino, he considers it in a different way, not as a shortcut, but as an instrument for telling stories, creating layers
of tales right there between the bread and its butter. Because even if the sandwich is simple, it is not necessarily so easy to create.
Alessandro searches for ingredients, and in the raw foods he finds people: producers of pecorino cheese from Benevento, anchovies from
Cetara, 'nduja spicy salami from Calabria. Then he studies the combinations, the consistencies and the temperature, because a pan'ino is not
just a random object; savoury must be complemented by sweet; tapenade softens and provides moisture; bread should be warmed but not
dried; thus the sandwich becomes a simple way of saying many excellent things, including finding a complexity of flavours that can thrill in
just one bite.
Once upon a time in a very busy city, on a very busy street, in two very small apartments, lived... Herman and Rosie. Herman liked playing
the oboe, the smell of hot dogs in the winter, and watching films about the ocean. Rosie liked pancakes, listening to old jazz records, and
watching films about the ocean. They both loved the groovy rhythm of the city, but sometimes the bustling crowds and constant motion left
them lonely, until one night ... A Neal Porter Book
Praise for the previous edition:The editors...know the needs of residents at a 'grass-root level'...An easily accessible source of information for
residents in training.--Journal of NeurosurgeryThe only portable handbook on operative techniques in neurosurgery, this step-by-step guide
offers unparalleled coverage of every major operative procedure seen in daily practice. Concise chapters hold key clinical information on
indications, preoperative planning, intraoperative technique, postoperative care, and complications, with insights and advice from renowned
experts representing every main specialty in the field.Features: Detailed coverage of all common neurosurgery procedures Over 40 new
chapters featuring the latest information on intradural nerve sheath tumors, ulnar nerve submuscular transposition, lambdoid synostosis,
radiosurgery for skull base lesions, and much more Succinct bullet-point format for quick and easy reference Management pearls at the end
of every chapter highlight and expand on each procedure Nearly 200 new drawings emphasize key surgical steps A reliable companion to
Greenbergs Handbook, the second edition of Fundamentals of Operative Techniques in Neurosurgery is a must-have resource for those in
training or for anyone who provides mentorship or support in the field of neurosurgery.
The Shadow People. They lurk in obscurity. Looming human figures, blacker than darkness. Millions across the globe see them. The
unfortunate feel their touch. And some awake in horror to their red, unblinking stare. Join Jason Offutt, who has interviewed dozens of
eyewitnesses, as he shines some light on the world of the Shadow People, viewing these beings through the lens of science, religion, and
metaphysics. Are they ghosts, demons, hallucinations, or something else entirely?
The emperor not only of fashion but also of l art de vivre, Valentino Garavani is in a class all his own. At the Emperor s Table is an invitation
into his refined world of graceful and cultured living. The remarkable collection of table settings and objets d art housed in his five residences,
in Gstaad, London, Rome, New York, and Paris, as well as on his yacht, evoke the grandeur in which he lives and are presented in this firstever edition with photographs by Oberto Gili. Recipes by Mr. Garavani s personal chefs are also included and bring readers one step closer
to discovering his extraordinary surroundings."

Cooking in large batches is the perfect way to save time and money. It also often turns out to be the healthier option –
saving you from ready-meals and take-out; allows you to cook your produce when it's most fresh; and reduces how much
food you throw away. In Batch Cooking, Keda Black shows you how to get ahead of the game by using just two hours
every Sunday to plan what you are eating for the week ahead and get most of your prep out of the way. By Sunday
evening, you are looking forward to five delicious weeknight meals, and enjoying an overwhelming sense of calm about
the week ahead. The book covers thirteen menus, with an easy-to-follow shopping list and a handy guide for how to
tweak your plans for the season or your dietary requirements. Each menu is broken down into the Sunday preparation
time and a day-by-day method to finishing the recipe. Recipes include a heartening Lemongrass, Coconut, Coriander and
Ginger Soup, a delightful Green Shakshuka with Feta and an astoundingly easy Pear Brownie.
Many people are intimidated at the idea of cooking Japanese food at home. But in JapanEasy, Tim Anderson reveals that
many Japanese recipes require no specialist ingredients at all, and can in fact be whipped up with products found at your
local supermarket. In fact, there are only seven essential ingredients required for the whole book: soy sauce, mirin, rice
vinegar, dashi, sake, miso and rice. You don't need any special equipment, either. No sushi mat? No problem - use just
cling film and a tea towel! JapanEasy is designed to be an introduction to the world of Japanese cooking via some of its
most accessible (but authentic) dishes. The recipes here do not ‘cheat’ in any way; there are no inadequate
substitutions for obscure ingredients: this is the real deal. Tim starts with some basic sauces and marinades that any will
easily 'Japanify' any meal, then moves onto favourites such as gyoza, sushi, yakitori, ramen and tempura, and introduces
readers to new dishes they will love. Try your hand at a range of croquettas, sukiyaki and a Japanese 'carbonara' that will
change your life. Recipes are clearly explained and rated according to difficulty, making them easy to follow and even
easier to get right. If you are looking for fun, simple, relatively quick yet delicious Japanese dishes that you can actually
make on a regular basis – the search stops here.
Full of history, great food and bursting with character, Portugal’s capital is a one of Europe’s most charming cities. In
Lisbon, Rebecca Seal shares her favourite recipes, inspired by her travels. Set on seven hills, Lisbon features worldclass beaches, city views and wild forests. And the food is as diverse as the surroundings – from the bars in Bairro Alto to
the cafes in Chiado, there’s something for everyone. Try the tasty Roasted octopus with smoked paprika, parsley and
lemon, tasty Pork with clams, and the classic Chicken piri piri, all washed down with some homemade Sangria.
Rebecca’s sweets are not to be missed, and include a delicate Almond cake, a summery Coconut Brioche, and a
decadent Chocolate cake with doce de leite and sweetened cream. All set to the stunning backdrop of eighteenth century
buildings, ornate churches, nostalgic trams and pastel-coloured houses, Lisbon is a major event in cookbook publishing.
In this New York Times bestseller, a single mother sets out to find the North Carolina man who sent a message meant for
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someone else . . . and the journey may change her life forever. Divorced and disillusioned about relationships, Theresa
Osborne is jogging when she finds a bottle on the beach. Inside is a letter of love and longing to "Catherine," signed
simply "Garrett." Challenged by the mystery and pulled by emotions she doesn't fully understand, Theresa begins a
search for this man that will change her life. What happens to her is unexpected, perhaps miraculous-an encounter that
embraces all our hopes for finding someone special, for having a love that is timeless and everlasting.... Nicholas Sparks
exquisitely chronicles the human heart. In his first bestselling novel, The Notebook, he created a testament to romantic
love that touched readers around the world. Now in this New York Times bestseller, he renews our faith in destiny, in the
ability of lovers to find each other no matter where, no matter when...
Pasta, cappuccino, olive oil Italian food culture is a prominent feature of Western society in our cafes, restaurants and
homes. But what is the history of Italian cuisine? And where do we get our notions about Italian food? Garlic and Oil is
the fi rst comprehensive history of food habits in modern Italy. Chronicling the period from the mid-nineteenth century to
the present day, the author argues that politics dramatically affected the nature of Italian cuisine and food habits.
Contrary to popu lar belief, the Italian diet was inadequate and unchanging for many decades. Drawing on the writings of
scientific professionals, domestic economists, government officials, and consumers, the author shows how the miserable
diet of so many Italians be came the subject of political debate and eventually, the target of government intervention. As
successive regimes liberal, fascist, democratic struggled with the question of how to improve peoples eating habits, their
actions purposefully and inad vertently affected what and how much Italians ate, shaping not only the foundations of
Italian cuisine, but also the nature of Italian identity. Garlic and Oil is a popular national food history that offers a new
perspective on the history of consume rism and food studies by examining how political change affects food consumption
habits.
The groundbreaking work exploring how ancient Chinese medicine can be an integral part of our lives today - now in a
20th anniversary edition. Wood Becomes Water uses the five elements of Chinese cosmology -- wood, fire, earth, metal,
and water -- to introduce readers to the connection between the physical, emotional, and spiritual forces in their lives.
Practical, accessible, and wise, the book shows how the centuries-old techniques and philosophies of Chinese medicine
can be applied to everyday issues of health and well-being in the modern world.
An apple is an apple... Or is it? Kris Goegebeur shows that there is more to fruit than one would think. Whoever believes
that there are only sweet apples, sour apples and apples to make apple sauce with, will be proven terribly wrong. And not
only when
Here is a complete and convenient guide to the normal sonographic appearances of the embryo and fetus and its uterine
environment. This handy atlas will provide you with a thorough knowledge of normal fetal anatomy and better enable you to
promptly recognize and diagnose abnormalities. The images in this atlas were produced with state-of-the-art high-resolution
ultrasound imaging systems and depict a spectrum of normal anatomy encountered during pregnancy. Coverage includes the fetal
environment - the cervix, uterus, placenta, and umbilical cord, the successive stages of embryonic development; and the normal
appearances of fetal organ systems. The appendix provides a set of basic biometry tables for easy reference and daily use. This
pocket atlas is an essential resource for all health care professionals who perform or interpret obstetric ultrasound studies,
including radiologists, obstetricians and gynecologists, sonographers, geneticists, nurses, and genetic counselors.
A NOVEL OF 125.000 WORDS. A ROMANTIC MURDER MYSTERY. Capri, The Island of Dreams, is the dramatic setting for an
intricate murder mystery with action, suspense and a cliff-hanging resolution. CAPRI DIEM is a fascinating novel about love and
legacy-in life and in death.From the Norwegian author Cecilia Ulla Storhaug, a resident of the Island of Capri for thirty years,
comes a beautifully written story of a local hero who pursues justice, redemption and the miracle of love. The author gives an
insider's tour of the spectacular nature, the ancient historic sites and glamorous playground for the rich and famous; for artists,
nature lovers, and romantics, who for centuries have been drawn to Capri's magnificent nature and the gentle hospitably of its
people.The title CAPRI DIEM is coined from Carpe Diem and reflects the philosophical theme of the book. "Live every day on
Capri as if it was your last, in search of joy and beauty. When you find beauty, you desire to be part of it forever." At the height of
the tourist season, Camilla, a free-spirited Norwegian widow with a residence on Capri, is found dead on the craggy limestone
cliffs overlooking the sea. San Francisco insurance investigator Max, still suffering from being left by his beloved wife Tara, returns
to his island roots with a mission to find evidence to confirm that Camilla died by committing suicide. Camilla's two-million-dollar life
insurance policy with his company has a non-payment clause in the case of suicide. The beneficiary of the insurance policy is
Camilla's beautiful younger sister Katarina, who is visiting her sister on the island. With a financial motive and no alibi, since she
refuses to reveal the identity of the man she was with on the night of her sister's death, Katarina becomes the prime suspect.
In the first three parts of this book an exploration of the historical role of cattle in Western civilization is given. Part four examines
the human impact of the modern cattle complex and the world beef culture. The range of environmental threats that have been
created, in part, by the modern cattle complex is described in part five. Part six examines the psychology of cattle complexes and
the politics of beef eating in Western society. The author hopes that this book will contribute to moving our society beyond beef
Gordon gives inspiration, advice and 75 fail-safe and delicious recipes for all occasions over the Christmas period. The stars of the
show are 5 Christmas Feasts . suitable for whenever you choose to have your main Christmas meal.
Cucina metropolitana. 80 ricette sfiziose e sane pronte in 20 minutiMeditation For DummiesJohn Wiley & Sons
Lonely Planet country guides offer down to earth accurate information for every budget. - The complete, practical country guide for
independent travellers- Detailed Getting Started and Itineraries chapters for effortless planning- Inspirational full-colour Highlights
sections showcase the country's must-see sights- Easy-to-use grid-referenced maps with cross references to the text- Insightful
new History, Culture, Food and Environment chapters by specialist contributorsNorway- Full-colour Highlights section and
suggested itineraries focus on Norway's spectacular scenery and unique wilderness- Practical and thorough coverage of off-thebeaten-track Arctic Norway for adventure travellers- This prime winter skiing destination is currently experiencing a boom in
popularity among international travellers
Fresh and Light is Donna Hay's answer to finding the perfect balance. Designed to complement her hugely popular existing
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repertoire, it is full of new recipes that combine fresh and flavoursome ingredients. Ditch the diet and find the balance - Fresh and
Light is mindful of fat and carbohydrates, but focuses on flavour and variety, without the guilt. With chapters divided by meals,
Fresh and Light offers a multitude of recipes for those times when you're seeking something a little more virtuous. Start your day
the right way with five-grain porridge or asparagus, tomato and feta egg-white omelette. Store up an array of go-to recipes for fast
but healthy weekday dinners such as lemon and goat's cheese roasted chicken, red quinoa, kale and haloumi salad or thai green
curry chicken skewers. Treat yourself but feel a little more innocent doing it with Donna's chocolate, pistachio and almond biscotti
or berry and ricotta slice. Donna shares her fool-proof recipes for light breakfasts, tasty lunch tips and fast dinner solutions to give
you ideas for every time of the day. This book is the answer to that constant juggle for the perfect balance, with a focus on ease
and flavour, but always leaving room for the little indulgences in life.

When newly single Annabel Hansen moves to the coastal town of Binz, all she wants is to leave her former life behind.
Soon after settling into a beautiful home overlooking the Baltic Sea, she stumbles upon an old fishing boat in a nearby
harbor and discovers another purpose: to convert the bullet-riddled "Storm Rose" into a floating cafe. Yet there s more to
this project than peeling paint and a bad engine. When Annabel finds an old letter from an East German defector who
was smuggled to safety aboard the vessel, she and Christian her handsome new business partner set out to find its
author. Together they ll unravel the "Storm Rose" s hidden past and a shocking mystery that will change Annabel s life
forever."
Donna?s groundbreaking book, THE INSTANT COOK, now comes in a beautiful paperback edition. Showcasing fussfree recipes, Donna?s trademark modern photography and styling - plus her tips on how to get the best results out of
whatever you?re making for cooking - this is the book to turn to when asked ?what?s for dinner??. Whether you need to
whip up busy midweek fare for a famished family or present something chic and easy for a casual weekend dinner with
friends ? time is on your side with Donna Hay?s moreish collection of over 190 inspiring recipes. Donna gives her
readers the know-how and confidence to create great meals that are filling and substantial at short notice: soup; salads;
pasta; rice & noodles; chicken; meat; fish + seafood; vegetables; sweets. Each chapter also includes a new feature; in
which Donna shows you one essential sauce or dish with three very clever twists for you to then create three very fresh
and original meals and concludes with her ever-popular ?short order? ideas: quick dishes to serve on the side or as
meals on their own; using simple methods and flavour combinations.
From the simple refreshment of Summer Strawberry Fizz to Great Hall Gooseberry Fool, the foods discussed in the many
Redwall books are all here, along with dozens of other favorites sure to turn young hands into seasoned chefs, illustrated
in full color with all the charm and magic that is Redwall.
A captivating journey through off-the-beaten-path French wine country with 100 simple yet exquisite recipes, 150
sumptuous photographs, and stories inspired by life in a small village. “Francophiles, this book is pure Gallic food porn.”
—The Wall Street Journal Readers everywhere fell in love with Mimi Thorisson, her family, and their band of smooth fox
terriers through her blog, Manger, and debut cookbook, A Kitchen in France. In French Country Cooking, the family
moves to an abandoned old château in Médoc. While shopping for local ingredients, cooking, and renovating the house,
Mimi meets the farmers and artisans who populate the village and learns about the former owner of the house, an
accomplished local cook. Here are recipes inspired by this eccentric cast of characters, including White Asparagus
Soufflé, Wine Harvest Pot au Feu, Endives with Ham, and Salted Butter Chocolate Cake. Featuring evocative
photographs taken by Mimi’s husband, Oddur Thorisson, and illustrated endpapers, this cookbook is a charming jaunt to
an untouched corner of France that has thus far eluded the spotlight.
"One night eight years ago and you ran, angel. One night now and you're gone again. I won't let you run this time without
giving chase." Eight years ago Evangeline Rowe met her ice-blue eyed, perfect cowboy, but she was running from a past
he would have kept her trapped within. One night of unbelievable passion, a lost and consequently broken heart, and
only memories that haunted her dreams and made all subsequent liaisons fall short. By the time she is called back to
Auckland to tend her dying father, she has only just managed to vanquish the ghosts of her past enough to settle down.
Her time as a cowgirl-in-the-rodeo-ring is coming to an end - and then she sees him. Standing across the crowd at Sweet
Seduction, listening to her sing. With his arm wrapped around his fiancee. Try as she might to refuse him access to her
heart again, Nick Anscombe has never forgotten that night eight years ago either. And sets out to prove to Eva, his angel,
that their hearts are indeed meant to be one. Old grudges, disgruntled relatives, and a past that haunts as much as hurts,
chases Eva down. Gunshots, attempted kidnappings, hostage situations, hot investigators and just as hot police
detectives, everything comes to a head when Eva faces her past and accepts who she is inside. And who she is began
that day eight years ago - but was it truly the same for her ice-blue eyed cowboy? And can she still be the cowgirl-in-therodeo-ring she desires and let him back inside her battered heart? Love at first sight has never been so dangerous and
so very delicious at the same time.
A highly rigorous, yet original and entertaining book that explores the connection between food and science.Why has
science forcefully entered the kitchen from a certain moment in history?Why do scientists often use images and
metaphors drawn from gastronomy?What is the common thread that connects scientific experiments to mouth-watering
recipes?What has futurist cooking got in common with molecular gastronomy?Experiments with coffee, controversies
over beer and chocolate recipes guarded as if they were secret patents are the ingredients of this original, surprising
account of the intersections between gastronomy and research, between laboratories and kitchens.
After traveling across the U.S. interviewing scores of relatives, two sisters share a collection of recipes for favorite family
dishes, herbal concoctions, and natural beauty aids
The popular guide-over 80,000 copies sold of the first edition-now revised and enhanced with an audio CD of guided meditations
According to Time magazine, over 15 million Americans now practice meditation regularly. It's a great way to reduce stress,
increase energy, and enjoy better health. This fun and easy guide has long been a favorite with meditation newcomers. And now
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it's even better. For this new edition, author Stephan Bodian has added an audio CD with more than 70 minutes of guided
meditations that are keyed to topics in the book, from tuning in to one's body, transforming suffering, and replacing negative
patterns to grounding oneself, consulting the guru within, and finding a peaceful place. The book also discusses the latest
research on the health benefits of meditation, along with new advice on how to get the most out of meditation in today's fast-paced
world. Stephan Bodian (Fairfax, CA and Sedona, AZ) is a licensed psychotherapist and the former editor-in-chief of Yoga Journal.
He has written for Fitness, Alternative Medicine, Cooking Light, and Tricycle and is the coauthor of Buddhism For Dummies
(0-7645-5359-3).
"The early settlers dubbed California The Golden State, and The Land of Milk and Honey. Today there are the obvious ironies -sprawl, spaghetti junctions and skid row--but the place is not so easily distilled or visualized, either as a clichéd paradise or as its
demise. There's a strange kind of harmony when it's all seen together--the sublime, the psychedelic, the self-destructive. Like all
places, it's unpredictable and contradictory, but to greater extremes. Cultures and histories coexist, the beautiful sits next to the
ugly, the redemptive next to the despairing, and all under a strange and singular light, as transcendent as it is harsh. The pictures
in this book begin in the desert east of Los Angeles and move west through the city, ending at the Pacific. This general westward
movement alludes to a thirst for water, as well as the original expansion of America, which was born in the East and which hungrily
drove itself West until reaching the Pacific, thereby fulfilling its "manifest" destiny." -- Publisher's description
This book will change your life. You are playing persuasion games all the time, whether you realise it or not. "Now," for the first
time, one of the world's top mentalists teaches YOU the hidden secrets of persuasion and influence that will enhance your
personal, social and professional life. In this remarkable and exciting book, acclaimed mentalist and trainer Gilan Gork reveals the
powerful psychology of subtle, successful persuasion that you can use on your clients, colleagues, family, friends... and even
complete strangers! "Persuasion Games" explores, examines and explains the mind games of influence that are part of everyday
life -- and how to win them. You will not only learn how to enhance your own powers of influence in an ethical, responsible way,
but also how to protect yourself from persuasive exploitation in any form. Gilan has travelled the world to find the leading experts in
influence and study their methods, including the normally private, secret realm of professional 'psychics'. Discover how many
seemingly 'psychic' powers are actually persuasion techniques that anyone can learn -- including a psychological model of
communication that is one of the world's best-kept secrets.Welcome to the Persuasion Games.
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